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Midwest CPA Firm Now Using Axia
Technology Partners
By Nathan Barlow
On February 24, 2012

Axia Technology Partners (AXIATP), a leading national provider of converged IP solutionstoday
announces a new contract with Midwest-based CPA ﬁrm, Blue & Co., LLC.
Indianapolis-based Blue & Co., LLCis ranked the 56th largest CPA ﬁrm in the U.S. and provides
quality business advice, consulting assistance and compliance services to clients via their eight
ofﬁces throughout Indiana, Kentucky and Ohio. As a leading regional CPA ﬁrm, Blue & Co., LLC is
consistently looking for ways to improve communications for both clients and employees.
The ﬁrm plans to utilize AXIATP's voice over internet protocol (VoIP) telephony services as well as
ﬁber optic communication services to connect their locations in order to increase the ﬁrm's reliability,
network capacity and survivability. This increased network capacity will also enable the ﬁrm to push
more of their core accounting applications to the cloud for additional cost and reliability beneﬁts.
Further, completing this transition enables Blue & Co., LLC to have complete survivability in the
event of a branch or multiple-branch outage.
"AXIATP provided a complete and cost effective telecommunications solution for us," said Rick
Patrick, Blue & Co., LLC. "We are looking forward to working with a local company who brings a top
tier offering but more importantly, a service ﬁrst mentality."
AXIATP provides converged IP solutions with broad and industry-leading service offerings of
nationwide VoIP phone services, enterprise and call center PBX solutions, wide area network
connectivity and Internet access that create all-encompassing, cost-effective and customized
communications solutions.
"We're honored to be selected by Blue & Co., LLC as their total telecommunication provider," said
Tim Shrout, COO of AXIATP. "We're excited to share a business partnership with a nationally
recognized CPA ﬁrm who shares our core values."
For more information on Axia Technology Partners, please visit http://www.axiatp.com.
Author's Bio:
Axia provides nationwide Fiber Construction, Dark Fiber Solutions, T1 Access, T3 Access, Server
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